INTRODUCTION
In these days two types of generator used in large scale WECS for convert the wind power into electrical power which are doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) and Permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG). PMSG is a Direct Drive type generator; and don't require gear box and excitation current so PMSG show good performance in WECS. MATLAB/SIMULINK is a graphical software package for modeling, and simulating WECS system [1] . WECS with PMSG can avoid the problem of wear and tear of gear, it can help wind turbine operate more reliable and reduce maintenance [2] . The paper represents a 2 MW variable PMSG WECS with the control strategy. WECS can be used in two different ways namely isolated standalone system and Grid connected system. Standalone systems are employed to the needs of small scale industries for rulers areas, such system are located at for off places/remote areas. Grid connected system increased energy efficiency, robustness, voltage support, diversification of energy sources, reduced transmission and distribution losses and reliability of the system. This paper described the model and simulation of PMSG based on WECS in d-q model
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Wind Energy conversion:
Kinetic energy of wind is given by the following equation:
(1) M = Air mass, V = wind speed, p = air density, s = covered surface of the turbine Wind power is given by (2) 
(3.1)WIND TURBINE MODEL:
Wind turbine is systems that harness the kinetic energy of the wind for useful power. 
λ λ When pitch angle = 0 and bi speed ratio λ = 6.325
is maximum value Of the turbine is the divided by wind power and function of the wind speed, rotational speed, pitch angle. Output of the turbine is the torque applied to the generator shaft is per unit of the generator. Fig no. 6 shows the simulink model of threephase bridge rectifier. The configuration does not need any special transformer, and works as a 6-pulse rectifier [6] . 
